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We describe a type of collective entangled dark state which exists when a group of
many-level atoms interact simultaneously with both high-Q cavity modes and free
space modes of the electromagnetic ﬁeld. As an example we describe a collection
of atoms with a level structure of the form of J ¼ 1=2 ! J ¼ 1=2 and show that
there are states of this system in which the atoms remain trapped in a collective
coherent superposition of ground state levels in spite of the presence of photons in
resonant ﬁeld modes. Eﬃcient methods of generalization of these results to other
atomic level structures and cavity ﬁelds are described.

1. Introduction
Peter L. Knight has made many contributions to the ﬁeld of quantum optics.
Amongst them is the study of atom–ﬁeld entanglement and how it can be
manipulated [1]. This paper presents the decoherence-free states of N two-level
atoms inside a cavity and a procedure to manipulate those states. Our paper is an
extension of this work in which we present decoherence-free states of collections of
multi-level atoms. We direct our attention to those decoherence-free states which
only contain ground states of the atoms thereby allowing us to eliminate the eﬀects
of spontaneous decay.
The regime of multiple atoms and a few photons in high-Q cavity modes
is an interesting one which presents such varied phenomena as entanglement,
superradiance, and coherent population trapping. We explore a system in which
all of these eﬀects occur simultaneously and produce an interesting decoherence-free
state that may be of use in quantum information science.
In this paper we present the complete set of collective entangled dark states of a
J1=2 ! J1=2 system interacting with three cavity ﬁelds and a systematic method of
obtaining these dark states for diﬀerent types of atomic energy conﬁgurations.
These dark states are immune to spontaneous decay and are entangled in both
the atoms and the ﬁelds. The method introduced will eﬀectively reduce the
dimensionality of the space to make the calculations more manageable. The purpose
here is to obtain the exact form of the set of collective entangled dark states by
exploiting the symmetries of the problem.
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The system we consider is a cavity containing two J1=2 ! J1=2 atomic systems
interacting with three cavity modes. Furthermore, we allow only one excitation in
this atom–cavity system. The dark states derived contain only atomic ground states
which make the states immune to spontaneous decay. Also, the dark states are
entangled in the atomic and ﬁeld degrees of freedom. The single excitation in
the cavity is distributed amongst the three cavity modes which are entangled with
the atomic states.
Two closely related phenomena that initially sparked interest in collective
quantum states are the superradiance and subradiance [2–4] in which radiation
rates are modiﬁed from the single atom radiation rate due to the collection of atoms.
The earliest paper considering collective atomic radiative eﬀects is that of Dicke in
his treatment of coherence in spontaneous emission [2]. In his paper he argues that
the regular treatment of the spontaneous emission process in a gas as just a sum of
individual atomic radiators is incorrect and that many of the results obtained are
wrong. Although Dicke does not explicitly mention entanglement in his paper,
the Dicke state,
1 X
jCi ¼ 1=2
jg1 , g2 , . . . , ej , . . . , gN i,
ð1Þ
N
j
where N is the number of atoms in the collection, gi is the ith atom in the ground
state, and ej is the jth atom in the excited state, is indeed an entangled state. One
property of the Dicke state is superradiance. This collective entangled state which
has only one excitation and zero average dipole moment has a spontaneous emission
probability proportional to N. The decay rate of the single atom in the collection is
enhanced by a factor of N.
A more recent example of collective quantum systems is spin-squeezed
states [5–7]. These states are of interest because of their sub-shot noise and
entanglement characteristics [5]. Although the focus of this study is not to obtain
dark states, they are important examples of the interest in radiative properties of
collective quantum systems.
In this paper we take a look at collective entangled dark states of atoms and
ﬁelds. Fleischhauer et al. [8] utilized the collective entangled dark state of N lambda
systems as a quantum memory. In their paper one of the transitions of the
lambda system is driven by a coherent ﬁeld and the other transition interacts with
a cavity mode ﬁeld. The resulting collective dark state has a form similar to a Bell
state. In our paper we take a look at a diﬀerent system in which the atoms interact
only with the cavity modes. Here we see that the resulting dark states do not take a
form analogous to a Bell state. These states are entangled in both the atoms and the
ﬁelds and yet are immune to spontaneous decay. Once prepared in these states the
atoms and the ﬁelds of the system remain in these collective entangled dark states
until collisions or cavity losses destroy the collective phase relations.
A more explicit use of entangled dark states in a high-Q cavity is given by [9].
In this paper the authors show that the entangled dark state of two atoms could serve
as a fundamental building block of a quantum computer by demonstrating how an
arbitrary conditional operation on the two qubits can be performed. The qubit states
here are in a dark state and the coherence transfer is done without populating the
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excited states. In this paper we do not discuss gate operations, but we focus our
attention on the structure of entangled dark states in systems with more than two
states in both the atom and the cavity.
There is now a renewed interest in collective quantum states in the context of
quantum information and quantum computing [8, 10, 11]. However, the focus
of attention has shifted to the exact nature of the entangled state of the collection
and the robustness of the state to decoherence. Theoretical and experimental work
on multipartite entangled two-level quantum systems is currently the focus of
research [12–15]. Although there is still much to be understood in these systems,
especially on the theoretical aspect of classifying the types of entangled states
in multipartite systems, there are also some work done in multipartite systems
involving atoms that go beyond two levels [8, 13, 16]. The motivation of these works
range from simply characterizing multipartite multilevel entangled systems
to utilizing these systems for quantum memory. The purpose of our paper is to
present the structure of the collective entangled dark states in a multipartite system,
and to oﬀer a general method to obtain these states for various atomic energy
structures.

2. Collective entangled dark states
2.1 Entangled dark state in J1/2 2 J1/2 system
Here we will present a method to obtain the complete set of collective entangled dark
states. First, we will consider a simple case of two J1=2  J1=2 systems interacting with
three cavity ﬁelds with a total of one excitation, and then present the general method
to obtain these collective dark states with N atoms.
The system we are considering consists of two atoms each with energy structure,
as shown in ﬁgure 1, in a cavity with a single excitation shared among three modes.
The Hamiltonian of the system in the interaction picture is
h
H^ I ¼ 

2 h
X

i
ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
a^ 1 þ g2 ^ 14
a^3 þ g3 ^ 23
a^2 þ g4 ^ 24
a^ 1 þ H:C: ,
g1 ^ 13

n¼1

|3>

|4>
ω2

ω1

|1>

Figure 1.

ω3

ω1

|2>

The energy diagram of the J1=2  J1=2 system.

ð2Þ
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where ^ ijðnÞ is the atomic transition operator for the nth atom and a^ y is the ﬁeld
creation operator. For the purpose of this calculation we will assume the
coupling constant gi is the same for both atoms and all four transitions. The general
single-excitation state of the system is
jCi ¼ c1 ðtÞj11;100i þ c2 ðtÞj11; 010i þ c3 ðtÞj11; 001i þ c4 ðtÞj22; 100i þ c5 ðtÞj22; 010i
þ c6 ðtÞj22; 001i þ c7 ðtÞj31;000i þ c8 ðtÞj13; 000i þ c9 ðtÞj32; 000i þ c10 ðtÞj23; 000i
þ c11 ðtÞj41; 000i þ c12 ðtÞj14;000i þ c13 ðtÞj42; 000i þ c14 ðtÞj24; 000i þ c15 ðtÞj12; 100i
þ c16 ðtÞj12; 010i þ c17 ðtÞj12;001i þ c18 ðtÞj21; 100i þ c19 ðtÞj21; 010i þ c20 ðtÞj21; 001i,
ð3Þ
where ﬁrst two indices in the ket are the atomic states, and the three indices following
the semicolon are the number of photons in the diﬀerent ﬁeld modes corresponding
to !1, !2 and !3.
We note that in this physical system there is permutation symmetry between the
two atoms and a symmetry in the exchange of energy levels j1i, j3i and j2i, j4i.
That is to say that the interaction Hamiltonian is invariant under the switching of the
atoms and switching between 1 and 2 index with the 3 and 4 index, respectively.
This suggests that we can switch the basis we work in to the symmetric and
antisymmetric linear combination of both the permutated atomic states and the
switched energy states to block diagonalize the interaction Hamiltonian. This new
basis we work in is
ðþþÞ
b1 : j11; 100i þ j22; 100i
b2 : j12; 010i þ j21; 001i þ j21; 010i þ j12; 001i
b3 : j13; 000i þ j24; 000i þ j31; 000i þ j42; 000i
b4 : j11; 001i þ j22; 010i
b5 : j12; 100i þ j21; 100i
b6 : j23; 000i þ j14; 000i þ j32; 000i þ j41; 000i
b7 : j11; 010i þ j22; 001i,
ðþÞ
b8 : j32; 000i  j41; 000i þ j23; 000i  j14; 000i
b9 : j11; 001i  j22; 010i
b10 : j11; 100i  j22; 100i
b11 : j12; 010i  j21; 001i þ j21; 010i  j12; 001i
b12 : j13; 000i  j24; 000i þ j31; 000i  j42; 000i
b13 : j11; 010i  j22; 001i,
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ðþÞ
b14 : j23; 000i þ j14; 000i  j32; 000i  j41; 000i
b15 : j12; 010i þ j21; 001i  j21; 010i  j12; 001i
b16 : j13; 000i þ j24; 000i  j31; 000i  j42; 000i,
ðÞ
b17 : j12; 100i  j21; 100i
b18 : j32; 000i  j41; 001i  j23; 000i þ j14; 000i
b19 : j13; 000i  j24; 000i  j31; 010i þ j42; 000i
b20 : j12; 010i  j21; 001i  j21; 010i  j12; 001i:
Here the ðþÞ denotes those states that are symmetric in the exchange of atoms and
antisymmetric in the switching of the levels, ðþþÞ denotes states that are symmetric
in both the exchange of atoms and the switching of the levels, and so forth.
In this basis the interaction Hamiltonian turns block diagonal, making it far more
manageable than the 20  20 matrix we had before. The blocks of the interaction
Hamiltonian in the new basis are
0
1
0
1


0 0 21=2
0
0 21=2
0
21=2
1=2
@
A
@
A
H1,2,3 ¼ g 0 0 1 , H4,5,6 ¼ g 0
,
, H8,9 ¼ g
0 2
21=2
0
21=2 1 0
21=2 21=2 0
0

H10, 11, 12

0
¼ g@ 0
21=2

1
0 21=2
0
1 A,
1
0



H15, 16

0
¼g
1


H19, 20 ¼ g


1
,
0


0 1
:
1 0


H17, 18 ¼ g

0
21=2


21=2
,
0

ð4Þ

The matrix Hijk denotes the block of the interaction Hamiltonian in which the
columns of the matrix represent the bases bi , bj , bk . The largest block in this matrix is
3  3, so it is easy to diagonalize each block to ﬁnd the dark states of this system, i.e.
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian which cannot spontaneously emit because they are
linear combinations of ground states only. These dark states of this system are
i
1 h
jCD1 i ¼ 1=2 j11; 100i  j12; 010i  j21; 010i ,
3
i
1 h
jCD2 i ¼ 1=2 j22; 100i  j12; 001i  j21; 001i ,
3
i
1h
jCD3 i ¼ j11; 001i  j21; 100i  j12; 100i þ j22; 010i :
ð5Þ
2
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Note that the dark states of this system are entangled in both the atoms and the ﬁeld.
And they are not due to simple cancellation of the dipole moments between the two
atoms. Also, because these states only contain ground states of the atoms, they are
resistant to spontaneous decay. It is easy to see that these dark states are also
eigenstates of the interaction Hamiltonian containing the spontaneous decay term,
H^ I ¼ 
h

2 h
X
n¼1

þ

ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
ðnÞ y
a^ 1 þ g2 ^ 14
a^ 3 þ g3 ^ 23
a^2 þ g4 ^ 24
a^ 1
g1 ^13

X


i
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
ðnÞ
þ ^ 23
þ ^ 14
þ ^ 24
Þ þ H:C: :
gk b^yk ð^ 13

ð6Þ

k

2.2 General approach for obtaining collective entangled dark states
The approach taken for a general N-atom case is similar to the bipartite case we have
just discussed. We ﬁrst identify the essential states of the wave function and then
change basis to one that is analogous to the symmetric and antisymmetric linear
combinations of these bases to block diagonalize the Hamiltonian.
For N-atoms of the J1=2 to J1=2 system with one photon in the cavity there are
"
#
N
X
k1
3 1þ
2
ð7Þ
¼ 3  2N
k¼1

states whose indices contain only the atomic ground states, and there are
"
#
N
1
X
k1
2N 1 þ
2
¼ N  2N

ð8Þ

k¼1

states which contains one atom in the collection to be excited. The dimensionality of
the system is obtained by adding these two equations
h
i
N  2N þ 3  2N ¼ 2N N þ 3 :
ð9Þ
Now we change basis to a Fourier basis with respect to the permutation of the atoms
which is given by


N
X

2p  k kþ1
exp ik
:
ð10Þ
fj :
i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i kþN
N
N
k¼1
The iqp indicates the pth index of the essential basis state shifted to the qth position.
The q index is modulo ðN þ 1Þ which is to say the last index shifts to the ﬁrst
position. Similarly, we perform the same operation for the exchange of the atomic
energy levels,


S
X
2p
hi :
exp ik
ð11Þ
j f Sj i:
S
k¼1
Here S is the number of energy exchange symmetry the atom contains. In our
example of J1=2 ! J1=2 system S ¼ 2, so we get the familiar symmetric/antisymmetric
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linear combinations with respect to the energy levels. Also note that the states in the
sum are the Fourier basis states of the atomic permutation, j f Sj i, where
the superscript S denotes Sth energy exchange symmetry of the state j fj i.
Once the Hamiltonian is put in the hi basis the Hamiltonian would be block
diagonal, and one can diagonalize the blocks relatively easily. The procedure can be
applied to any system to turn the Hamiltonian into block diagonal form. However,
the size of the blocks will be determined by the number of symmetries the system in
question contains. The more the symmetry, the smaller the blocks will be.

3. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a general approach to obtaining the structure of the
complete set of collective entangled states, and we also oﬀer an example by
applying the method to a J1=2 ! J1=2 system. The purpose was to shed light on
the nature of collective entangled states through gaining insight into the exact
structure of these states.
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